For me, Colbert's career peaked with his roasting of Chevy Chase in 2002. That was admittedly masterful, and even Chevy had to give him the nod. But since then Colbert has given me rising feelings of discomfort, and I now see him as just another media spook. The first signs I saw of that were on the Colbert Report, which he first did on Jon Stewart's show. Note the name Stewart, which links us to all the usual suspects back to William the Conqueror**. But I didn't know that then. In the beginning, I just saw Colbert pushing the usual agitprop, helping to create the fake bipartisan political dialog in this country, which acts to cover all the real divisions and the real rulers. Like Bill Maher. Dennis Miller,† and scores of other crypto-Jewish commentators, Colbert had been instructed to play the leftist part (in his case, by parodying a rightist), while still keeping the conversation away from anything real or discomforting. In other words, he and the rest are gatekeepers, hired to divert their audiences into trumped up controversies and away from any real ones—such as 911, the banks, hoaxed events, fake history, and so on.

As host of The Late Show, he has continued the same project, but on an even lower level. There he diverts you into celebrity chatter to keep you off anything real. That was how I got here today. I was watching Ricky Gervais videos on Youtube, and one of them was an interview with Colbert, where they were talking religion. Colbert was taking the Catholic side, which surprised me. So I looked up his bio at Wiki and was surprised to find he is alleged to be an ordained Catholic minister with the Universal Life Church Monastery. That is so obviously a lie that it caused me to write this paper. The name alone pegs that as a fake. In fact, one click tells us that anyone can be ordained as a minister with ULC for a fee, so this is all a joke. ULC has absolutely no ties to the Catholic Church and is not recognized by the Vatican, so it proves zip about Colbert's faith—except that it does prove he doesn't take this seriously.

It also pays to click on ULC at Wiki, where we find this “monastery” is an online creation of George Freeman. Freeman is a Jewish name, a variant of Friedmann. So ULC looks like yet another spook front, created by Jews as part of the old Theosophy project to damage and belittle Christianity. It has to
damage the prestige of real ministers of Christ when any bozo can send in $20 and be ordained to
preside at weddings, baptisms, and funerals. It also damages the sanctity of Christian weddings,
baptisms, and funerals, of course, another goal of the project. Seeing Colbert linked to this in any way
is enough by itself to confirm my suspicions about him. No real Catholic would have anything to do
with ULC.

Colbert's early bio is also full of red flags. His father James was a military doctor, allegedly dying in a
plane crash in 1974 at age 53. If you think redlighting that age because it adds to eight is a stretch,
combine it with the fact he died on September 11. Remember, Richard Dupont also died in a military
plane crash on a US base on 9/11. It is a common sign of the fake.* James served in the military until
age 30, at which time he was appointed Assistant Dean of the Yale School of Medicine. Really,
Assistant Dean at age 30? Right out of the Army? Two years later, at age 32, he became the youngest
ever dean at a medical school, at St. Louis University. Only spooks get that sort of promotion, so we
may already assume he was CIA. St. Louis University is another clue, since it is the second oldest
Jesuit university in the US. Remember, Disraeli told us the Jesuits were a Jewish front. More
indication of that is the locations given. Stephen was born in Washington, DC, grew up in Bethesda,
MD, and James was buried in Annapolis. James was allegedly in Bethesda in those years working for
NIH, but he could just as easily have been working for Langley. More evidence in that direction is
James' involvement in the fake Civil Rights events of the late 60s, early 70s. A Vice-President for
Academic Affairs wouldn't normally take on leading roles in such events, but a cloaked spook would.
We are told James was a close personal friend of Coretta Scott King and Andrew Young, also a
towering red flag. See my paper on MLK for the reasons why I say that.

Stephen Colbert's paternal grandmother is listed as a Tormey, which may link us to Mel Torme. Just a
variant spelling, and we know all famous people are closely related (see below for more proof of that).
Her mother is given as an O'Neill, but she is scrubbed. So we can't take that important line back very
far. Convenient. Wikipedia tells us Colbert is 15/16th Irish, but Geni does not confirm that. Many lines
are scrubbed, so it is hard to get a firm tally, but from the names alone we seem to have many more
English, German, and Dutch lines. I assume many of them are Jewish. One line admitted to be Dutch
is the Leatherman line on Colbert's paternal side, formerly Lederman, and afterwards . . Letterman.
This indicates that Colbert is a close cousin of David Letterman, explaining why one took the place of
the other. One great-grandmother on Colbert's maternal side is Judith Dunn, which also doesn't look
Irish. She is of course scrubbed, as are most of the women at Geni. This is probably due to page
manager Geoffrey Trowbridge, who manages many celebrity pages. We may assume he is a
Disconnector, just like the Disconnectrix Erica Houghton. Remember, Geni.com is out of Israel.

Another paternal line is the Fletchers of Virginia, scrubbed before we get back to Europe. But again,
the Fletchers of Virginia are not Irish. They are famous spooks, though. See the two admirals of the
family involved in the false-flag Veracruz Battle in 1914. The younger one was also later the
operational commander at Midway, indicating once again that was managed. Also see Yvonne
Fletcher, fake-killed in the 1984 event in London. If you remember, she was the police officer
allegedly shot from the Libyan embassy, during the early Gaddafi project. I remind you that the
mainstream now admits Gaddafi was a stooge of the West, propped up as a fake enemy. See Adam
Curtis' BBC documentary Hypernormalization, and my critique of all that.

The famous Fletchers come from the Baronets of Cockermouth, which is in Cumberland, not Ireland.
They later moved to Buckinghamshire, southeast of London. The current Lord Lieutenant of
Buckinghamshire is a Fletcher, and he is also an Egerton through his mother. His sister was married to
Richard Stanley, brother of the Earl of Derby. So Colbert is probably a cousin of all these people as
Also see James Fletcher, of Hughes Aircraft after the war. He then founded Space General Corporation in Glendale and later became head of NASA from 1971 to 1989 (gap from 77 to 86). He oversaw the first Mars landers, so we know he was a spook selling fake projects without further research.

The encyclopedia sites sell Fletcher as an English name, but it is also Jewish. See author Martin Fletcher, profiled last year by the Times of Israel. Wiki admits he is Jewish.

We find at Geni that Colbert is a Harmon/Harman in at least two lines on his paternal side. We find an Anna Harmon on his paternal side in the 1700s, and a Catherine Harmon soon after. They are both daughters of a Marcus Harmon, but not the same one. Also, Harmon is not an Irish name, either. But before we get there, we find some US Harmons in the peerage, including Elisha Harmon, who married Ruth Rogers in 1836. She is given no parents, but may be related to H. H. Rogers of Standard Oil. Elisha's mother was a Murdock from Massachusetts, related to the Reeds, Houstons, Dodies and Cleveland. Before that they were from Stirling, Scotland, which we just unwound in the Dunblane paper. All these people look Jewish in the lists, due to first names and other clues. The name Cleveland does indeed link them to President Cleveland. At any rate, none of the Harmons in the peerage are from Ireland.

So let us switch to the Harmans, who have a greater presence at thepeerage.com. We first hit Elizabeth Harman, who married a Pakenham in 1931. He was the Earl of Longford, and his mother was a Child-Villiers. Her father was also an Earl and her grandfather was a Baron of the Leigh family. Her grandmother was a Grosvenor, Marquess of Westminster, and her great-grandmother was a Leveson-Gower, of the Dukes of Sutherland. Her daughter Antonia married the playwright Harold Pinter. Antonia is also a spook author, having resold earlier fakes like the Gunpowder Plot and the French Revolution. Elizabeth Harman's own line is scrubbed, so we have to look at earlier Harmans in the peerage to possibly link these people to Stephen Colbert.

If we go back to the 1600s, we do find some Harmans in Ireland, but they aren't Irish. They are connected closely to the FitzMaurices, which means they are Jews that came over from France. In 1806 a Harman became 1st Earl of Rosse, but he was the son of a Parsons, 3rd Baronet. Only his mother was a Harman. These Harmans were also Sheppards, Jones, and Wellesleys, so they were only nominally Irish. This Earl Harman married the daughter of Edward King, the 1st Earl of Kingston, linking us to the Gores and many previous papers. Ireland was ruled in those centuries by English noble lines, and we have seen that those English noble lines were always heavily Jewish. All the British Isles have been ruled by crypto-Jews since the time of William the Conqueror (and before).

Can we link Stephen's Colbert line back to the peerage as well? Curiously, there is a Stephen Colbert, b. 1964, in the peerage, but it apparently isn't our Stephen. His mother is a Moriaty. Interesting though that we find an Edouard de Colbert, Marquis of Chabanais, in the peerage. Why is that interesting? Because Stephen pronounces Colbert the French way. Why would someone who was 15/16th Irish do that, I wonder? The Marquis married a von Berckheim, also not Irish. Their daughter married the Duke de Rochefoucauld, so if we can link Colbert to all this it will be something. It would also link us to Marie Hedwig, Princess of Ligne; the Duke of Montmorency-Laval; Louis Charles, Duke of La Tremoille and Prince of Talmont; Charles Rochechouart, Duke of Mortemart; Prince Radziwill; and the Bourbons of France and Spain.

Note especially the Radziwill, since I am about to confirm Colbert's links to all these people. Through
the Radziwills Colbert links to the Jagiellons, Vasas, and pretty much all the royal lines of Europe. It also links him back to the Komnenes, making him a Phoenician of the first line.

The French Colberts are quite interesting, with three of them being generals of Napoleon. Napoleon was Jewish. Another, Jean-Baptiste, was Comptroller-General (banker) to Louis XIV. His brother was Minister of Foreign Affairs. They were closely related to Michel le Tellier, a marquis and Chancellor of France. Both the Colberts and Telliers were certainly Jewish, though this is denied in the common bios. We return to Disraeli, who again admitted that some of Napoleon's generals were Jewish. See for instance General Massena, actually Manasseh. The Telliers may be the ancestors of the Tellers, as in Edward Teller of the hydrogen bomb. More indication of the Jewish link is that the Colberts of the time of Louis XIV married the Berauds, also rich bankers. They ruled Croissy in those centuries.

While we are looking at the Colberts, you should remember Richard Colbert, 4-star admiral and commander of all naval forces in Southern Europe in the early 1970s. He is almost certainly related to Stephen, since they both have close ties to the Connollys. Stephen's 2 great-grandfather is a Connolly, and Richard served under Richard Connolly, Commander-in-Chief of US Naval Forces in the late 1940s. Colbert became President of the Naval War College in 1968.

Also see Admiral Leo Colbert, Director of USCGS (predecessor of NOAA) in the 1930s and 40s.

So, is Stephen Colbert related to the famous French Colberts? Well, we have already caught Wikipedia, Faces of America, and medium.com lying their asses off about him. Any least study of the posted genealogies proves he isn't 15/16th Irish. Even if we call all Jewish/Irish lines Irish, Colbert's fraction isn't anything like that high. So they are probably lying about the rest as well. In fact, we catch them in the lie again here, the MSNBC interview where the family of Stephen admit they are related to the Jean-Baptiste Colbert above. At that link, they say the relationship is distant, but it isn't. If it were distant, why would living Colberts in the US be pronouncing their name the French way? And since we now know Colbert is related to the French Colberts, we have more proof he is not 15/16th Irish, and proof he is related to European dukes, princesses, kings and queens. As you saw above, these nobles are not only from the 17th century and before. They are still dukes and princesses, and they are pretty close cousins of Stephen to this day. Remember, there is a Stephen Colbert, b. 1964, listed in the peerage. So the lines are continuing one way or another.

Also remember that in admitting they are related to the French Colberts, they are admitting they are also related to many Jewish/French banking lines, as well as to the Bourbons. I have news for you: the Bourbons are not Irish.

You may also wish to consult this August 2007 clip from his show, where Colbert all but admits he is ¾ Jewish. But this is the way the genealogists dodge, you know: there is no country called Jewland, so Jewish blood doesn't track like other blood. [Yes, there is Israel, but it didn't exist until recently, so most European/US Jews aren't from there—unless you go back before the Crusades.] A Jew from Germany can always be called a German, and a Jew from Ireland can be called Irish. I have had friends get DNA tested, so that they can know more about their roots. But those tests hide Jewishness in the same way. The haplogroups are tagged by country, not by religion or race or whatever Jewishness is in the current lists. It is another way that Jewish lines are buried on purpose, benefitting pettifoggers like Henry Louis Gates. So those genealogy tests are just as worthless as the PBS program Faces of America.

The Colberts in the peerage are marrying Jewish bankers to this day. See Philip Colbert, who just
married Charlotte Goldsmith in 2013 in London. He is scrubbed, but her father was industrial tycoon Sir James Goldsmith, whose first wife was a . . . Bourbon. Her father was the Duke of Duralc. His third wife was Annabel Vane-Tempest-Stewart, daughter of the 8th Marquess of Londonderry. This links us immediately to the Viscounts Chaplin and the . . . Leveson-Gowers again. The 8th Marquess' grandfather was the 3rd Duke of Sutherland.

James Goldsmith was of the family Goldschmidt, which founded that bank in the early 1800s. They were among the wealthiest families in Europe and were closely related and tied to the Rothschilds. See Baron Maximilian von Goldschmidt-Rothschild, the richest man in the German Empire at the turn of the century (1900).

Which leads us to return to the name von Berckheim, above. They are counts and barons of Baden, related to the Wambolts—also Barons and Electors of Mainz. Baron Christian von Berckheim, b. 1817, was the grandson of a Schmalz, of the banking house Schmalz in Mannheim. His other grandfather was a Stumm, also a court banker. The Stumms also founded the ironworks Gebruder Stumm, one of Germany's largest industrial companies up to 1974. So we see that Colbert is related not only to Jewish/French bankers, but to Jewish/German bankers and industrialists.

That was informative, so let us return to the name Rochefoucauld as well. You may remember the Comte de la Rochfoucauld, a Special Op (SOE) during WWII, a Frenchman working as a spy for the British. He was allegedly captured by Nazis and sentenced to death, but escaped by jumping off a truck on the way to the execution, dodging bullets, stealing a German limo with the keys in the ignition, and driving himself to the train station—where, miraculously, the Nazis weren't looking for him. Right. So he was a spook and a big fake. Read the rest of his Wiki page for a laugh.

An earlier Comte, son of the 1st Duke, was also an obvious spook, bankrolling the Rosicrucian movement in France in the 1890s. He is listed as the owner of several Van Gogs at the time, although this is false. Van Gogh was still an unknown in the early 1890s, and no billionaire Rochefoucauld would be buying his work. Remember, Vincent died in 1890 and it took Theo's wife Johanna many years to successfully promote his work. She didn't do that by immediately selling to the son of a Duke. So, as usual, the stories we are told have no consistency.

OK, let's move away from the genealogies and back to the bio and current news. To take us in, notice that today one of the lesser headlines at Fox and other outlets was that Colbert, Kimmel, and Noah all just happened to make the exact same joke about Mitt Romney last night. Romney had twinkies at his birthday celebration, so the joke was that, like twinkies, Romney is white on the outside and even whiter on the inside. And Colbert *isn’t*, I guess? [Noah isn't like Romney, since he is only white on the inside.] But this fact indicates that these entertainment outlets don't have independent writing teams. Rather, we have a pretty clear sign all news and entertainment is supplied from a central source—probably a large committee working out of Langley or some such place. We have seen many signs of that before. Witness the youtube videos compiling local news broadcasts nationally, in which anchors all over the country use the same exact words to report even minor new pieces.

Which takes us back to Colbert's Wiki bio, to finish this off. Colbert's sister is married to a Busch and her daughter married a Middleton. As in Kate Middleton. The Buschs are related to the Wedemeyers, which means these are the Buschs of Anheuser-Busch. Elizabeth Colbert Busch was formerly married to Robert W. Legare, who appeared on *America's Most Wanted*. No, not as an announcer or policeman, but as a crook. He became Direct Capture #304, arrested in Pompano Beach for a long history of selling phony stocks. He stole at least $420,000 and was indicted on 63 counts of fraud.
Now we skip ahead to 2006, and Colbert's routine at the White House Correspondents' Dinner. This was then called a roasting of Bush (who was sitting nearby), but given later events it now looks staged. Why? Because, despite roasting Bush on the Iraq War, Colbert soon became head cheerleader for that War. In the summer of 2009, USO hired him to go to Baghdad, where he became number one fan of the US troops there, even cutting his hair military-style and wearing an Army Combat Uniform. He did everything there short of giving on-camera blowjobs to all the officers.

Colbert also has some previously hidden links to NASA, since they named one of their pieces of equipment the COLBERT, in his honor. We are fed a cocknbull story to explain this, but since Colbert is the only person in the world who is the namesake of NASA tech, that story doesn't hunt. I showed you the probable hidden link above, since Colbert is likely closely related to former head of NASA James Fletcher.

Since Colbert's “hijacking” of the Republican National Convention in 2016 (dressed as Caesar Flickerman) also looked staged, we may assume Colbert is a cloaked fascist like all other famous people. There is no way he could have made the stage there otherwise. Since we now know the entire Democratic Party and all famous or promoted “liberals” are manufactured opposition, we can assume the same of Colbert. No part of the visible politics in the US is really liberal, it all being a pretty transparent fiction scripted to act as a foil. In reality, the US and world is run by a few trillionaire families and their sub-class of toady minions like Colbert. Order is kept by maintaining the vast majority in an airtight theater of lies, distortion, inversion, and fake chaos, in which the possibility of real action or thought is near-zero.

I will tack on something here one of my readers sent me, confirming the links of another actor/celeb. It will act to confirm my analysis above, since many of the same names arise. Actor William H. Macy, most known for Fargo and Shameless, found himself caught up in the current College Cheating Scandal through his wife Felicity Huffman (think Hoffman). If you guessed he is related to Macy's Department Stores, you are right (third cousin), but it goes much deeper than that. He is closely related to just about everyone you have ever heard of. My reader sent me to FamousKin.com, which lays it all out for you. He is in the direct line of Henry III of England. That is direct: not a cousin, but a grandson with some number of greats. Only two generations back from that he is related in direct line to at least five signers of the Magna Carta, including a FitzRobert, a de Quincy, a le Bigod, a
Huntingfield, and a de Bohun. He is the first cousin of Ben Franklin. He is a close cousin of four of Henry VIII's wives. Also a close cousin of all US Presidents, Samuel Morse, Robert E. Lee, the Folgers, the Coffins, Longfellow, Hawthorne, Patton, Melville, Hinckley, Pillsbury, Emerson, the Palmers, Clara Barton, Ethan Hawke, the Burroughs, Steve McQueen, Christopher Lloyd, Agatha Christie, the Morgans, Bogart, James Taylor, Rachel Welch, James Spader, Chevy Chase, Stephen King, Kevin Bacon, Alec Baldwin, Ted Danson, Bing Crosby, Amy Adams, Churchill, James Dean, Muhammad Ali, Marilyn Monroe, John Steinbeck, Johnny Carson, Meryl Streep, Meghan Markle, Mitt Romney, Norman Rockwell, David Carradine, Kelsey Grammer, MacArthur, Jack London, Thomas Pynchon, the Goulds, the Sears, the Windsors, Buckminster Fuller, Helen Keller, the Vanderbilts, the Hamiltons, Robert Frost, Conan Doyle, Brad Pitt, Jake Gyllenhaal, Benedict Cumberbatch, the Rockefellers, Orson Welles, Ellen Degeneres, Lee Harvey Oswald, Alan Turing, Kate Middleton, Hugh Grant, the Dulleses, Edward Norton, Amelia Earhart, the Peabodys, Pete Seeger, Richard Gere, Kate Hepburn, Judy Garland, Ray Bradbury, Roy Rogers, Lucille Ball, Tom Hanks, Dick Cheney, and on and on and on. Amazing how many of those names came up naturally in my research of the past decade, isn't it?

Now you know why the children of Macy and Huffman and all these other families get to go to whatever school they want.

And—if you haven't yet done the math—the list above means that all these people are closely related to each other. Exactly what I have been telling you, isn't it? That one mainstream page is enough to prove my point in spades. Case closed. And you know who else William Macy is a close cousin of? Stephen Colbert.

*Colbert is said to have died on Eastern flight 212, but the NTSB report of that crash makes no sense. Although landing in dense ground fog (which isn't allowed), the pilots were allegedly chatting about politics and used cars. What? Politics and used cars both? At the same time? I don't see the segue. Although allegedly flying by instruments, both pilots allegedly ignored the readouts, failing to make any callouts. If you were landing in dense ground fog with no visibility, is that what you would do? Only if you had a death wish.

**Jonathan Stuart Leibowitz is actually a Stuart, so same thing. He didn't choose the name Stewart by accident. Stewart's brother was COO of the New York Stock Exchange. Also see Jon Leibowitz, former Chair of the FTC and now Chairman of the ill-named 21st Century Privacy Coalition, whose goal is to deregulate consumer privacy laws.

†I almost forgot about Miller and had to be reminded of him by a reader. Miller committed professional suicide after 911 by switching gears and becoming a Republican Party lawnboy (sort of like Chris Hitchens did at the same time). Those mid-career switches used to work for old-style agents like David Horowitz and Peter Collier, but that was back in the 1970s. After 911 that sort of thing just became too obvious. It was like wearing an “I'm with the stupid CIA” t-shirt.